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10 Myths of Gifted Children
They’re not all socially mis1t nerds who easily progress on their own

There is a myth that surrounds the gifted child. That they are super smart, that they can figure out anything, that they have all the answers. The

problem with these representations is that that giftedness becomes like a gimmick, so when we are faced with a real gifted child, we expect

them to do unrealistic, amazing things like some sort of parlor trick.

There are many myths about gifted children but here are ten of the more common ones:

1.) Gifted children will succeed in life no matter what

This one can be problematic because if one believes this, as many do, the thinking becomes that gifted children do not need any specialized

education aimed at their abilities. What then happens is the gifted child becomes bored because he is not being challenged and becomes

turned off by school.

2.) Gifted children love school and get high grades

What it should read is gifted children love to learn. The problem is that sometimes, what children want to learn and what school is offering can be two very

different things. If a child is not willing to play the game of school, the grades might not reflect his ability.

3.) Gifted children are good at everything they do

This false assumption can cause unreal expectations. There are some children who are very good at some subject areas but not so hot at others. The math whiz who

always seems ahead of everyone else does poorly in social studies because he does not like to read. We cannot assume that just because a child has the label of

gifted that he excels at all subject areas.

4.) Gifted children have trouble socially at school fitting in

The myth prevails that all gifted children are nerdy and as a result, are socially awkward and have trouble making friends. Just like all kids, gifted children come in

all shapes and sizes. What causes some of this awkwardness is that in the United States, we group children together based not on their abilities but by their age.

Most children enter kindergarten when they are around six years of age and progress up the ladder with other children their same age. The problem with this is

that those who have higher ability might have difficulty finding peers amongst the children their age.

5.) Gifted children tend to be more mature than other kids their age

Many gifted children are more mature than other kids their age. That does not mean though they are ready to have mature conversations

that children a few years older than them are having. Emotionally they are still the age on their birth certificate. They might be able to talk

about quantum physics but still throw a fit when things do not go their way. No matter how smart they appear to be, it is important not to

forget they are children.  

6.) Gifted children are always well-behaved and compliant

On the contrary, some gifted children can come across as trouble makers because they are questioning things. This might be something the teacher said, some

policy at the school, or some comment a fellow student has made. Their minds are designed to question things and sometimes these powers can be used for evil as

well as good. In addition, if a gifted child becomes bored, he might misbehave because he does not have anything else to do.

7.) Gifted children’s innate curiosity causes them to be self-directed

There are skills that are natural to students and there are others which have to be learned. If you assume that gifted children are self-directed and you turn them

loose on a project, you might be surprised. This sometimes can mask itself because a child might be motivated about something in particular, so she works tirelessly

on it. Motivated and self-directed are not necessarily the same. Some gifted students will be motivated because of their curiosity and will do the work because it is

exciting or fun. However, there will come a time when this curiosity wains, especially as the gifted child learns more and more and things are not so new, and getting

her to do classroom tasks can be a challenge. Being self-directed means doing things you are not motivated by but you know it needs to be done. This is a learned

skill.

8.) All children are gifted

There are some who are opponents to giftedness because what it means to them is by saying these children are gifted, is that other children are not gifted. It is

making a child feel as though he is not special and we do not want anyone to feel that way in our land of equity. Let us not forget that being identified as gifted is not

for the purposes of social status, it is not a pat on the shoulder; it is not a reward. The purpose for the identification of gifted children is it allows school districts to

determine what services would be best for those children, just as if a child were to be identified as learning disabled, the district would do the same.

9.) All gifted children are quirky

Those who have taught gifted children for any amount of time recognize that some of their students have certain quirks. This could be such

things as a lack of social awareness, a tendency toward perfectionism, becoming stressed about seemingly small things, worrying about

problems halfway across the globe, or the overexcitabilities talked about in chapter 1. If you are going to teach gifted children, it just

becomes standard practice that you learn to accept these quirks as a part of doing business. These quirks can sometimes make a child stand

out from the rest of the class, especially if she is in a regular education classroom. These quirks become more the norm in a program will all

gifted children because more children have them, so it does not stand out so much.

10.) Special education children cannot be gifted

Special education and gifted seem to be on opposite ends of the spectrum, and yet there are those children known as twice exceptional or 2E. This is a child who

has been identified as gifted but also has been diagnosed with a learning disability such as ADHD, dyslexia, emotional disturbance, or autism. Servicing this child

can be very challenging because you have to feed both ends of the spectrum. There has to be enough challenge to satiate this child’s desire to learn while giving

them enough support to help him to succeed. It is a tricky balancing act and one that is not always done well.

Understanding that these are myths can go a long way in helping teachers to have a better understanding of who they are working with and how to best challenge

them. Like most myths, there are glimpses of truth to some, but to make a blanket statement that all gifted children are like this is to suggest that all gifted children are

the same. That would not be true of any group of students. In reality, gifted children are just like your typical child with the same needs and wants. However, their

potential is the true gift, so trying to find ways to tap into this and use it to the best of the ability is the challenge of many teachers and parents of gifted.

Todd Stanley is the author of several education books including Project-Based Learning for Gifted Students and Performance-Based Assessment for 21st-Century

Skills, both for Prufrock Press.

Additionally, he wrote a series of workbooks for them entitled 10 Performance-Based Projects for the ELA/Math/Science Classroom. He wrote Creating Life-Long

Learners with Corwin Press and is a regular contributor of blogs to Corwin Connect which can be accessed at https://corwin-connect.com/author/toddstanley/.

You can find out more about Todd at MyEdExpert.com and you can follow him on Twitter.
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